
THROUGH IT ALL COUNSELING - Cristina Yturralde MC, LPC 

6619 N Scottsdale Rd.  

Scottsdale, AZ 85250 

(480) 740-8909 

cy@throughitallcounseling.com 

Welcome!  

I want to thank you for scheduling an initial appointment to meet with 
me.  

I look forward to learning about you, your current concerns and your 
goals for therapy. After listening and asking a variety of questions, I will 
share my impressions of how I may be able to assist you in achieving 
your goals or I will give you the names of other providers or resources in 
the area that may better serve you.  
Please find enclosed my Office Policies and Forms for you to fill in 
before you come to your first session. Please feel free to either email, 
fax these in before our initial session or bring them with you.  
You will find in this package:  

• Intake form/child intake form - please fill in the best you can. This is 
background info. 

• Informed consent - this is a description of your rights to confidentiality 
along with my office policies. If you have any questions, please feel 
free to ask me during our sessions. 

• HIPPA  form - rights to confidentiality explained in the Notice of 
Privacy Practices. By signing this form (last page) it is acknowledging 
that I have given you a copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices.  

• Directions to my office 

• Financial Consent  

If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to call me at 

(480) 740-8909. I look forward to meeting with you.  

Sincerely,  

Cristina Yturralde MC, LPC  



Cristina Yturralde MC, LPC  

6619 N Scottsdale Rd.  Method of Payment  

Scottsdale, AZ 85250 

480-740-8909 _Self Pay _Insur. _Other  

Personal Information  (Please Print Clearly)  Today's Date ____ _  

Client Name:-------------------------.,-  

 Last  First  Middle  

Address: __________________________ _  

 Street  City  State  Zip  

Phone: (__)  (___J  (___J  (___J. _____   

 Home  Work  Cell  

Which# would you prefer me to call? __ Can I leave a message? YIN Do you receive texts? YIN 

Birthdate: ______ SSN: _______ Religious Preference: ____ _  

Email ------------------------------- 

Marital Status:  

[ ] Single [ ] Divorced [ ] Separated [ ] Widowed  

[ ] Married-Name of Spouse ___________ Date of Birth _____ _  

Employment Status:  

[ ] Full-time [ ] Part-time [ ] Homemaker [ ] Student [ ] Retired [ ] Unemployed  

Employer: __________ Position: ________ _ RESPONSIBLE PARTY/INSURANCE 

PROVIDER INFORMATION:  

Responsible Party: _________ SSN: _______ DOB: ____   

Policy Holder: ___________ SSN: _______ DOB: ____   

Address: _______________ Phone:(__) ______ _  

Insurance Co.: __________ ID#: _____ Group #: ______   



Billing Address: ________________________ _ Phone Number: - ------- --- Effective Date: 

---------- 

Note: Verification of benefits is not a guarantee of payment, but is just a summary of benefits 

available.  

Final determination is made upon receipt of the claim and review of all documentation.  

Client Relationship to Insured: [ ] Self [ ] Child [ ] Spouse [ ] Other:  
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THROUGH IT ALL COUNSELING- Cristina Yturralde MC, LPC  

6619 N Scottsdale Rd.  

Scottsdale, AZ 85250 

480-740-8909 

Informed Consent for Assessment and Treatment  

Notice of Policies and Practices to Protect the Privacy of Your Health Information  

Welcome to my counseling practice. I am committed to assisting you in achieving your goals for our time 
together. A counseling situation offers a unique relationship between the two of us. In order that we start 
this relationship in a healthy way, I have put together this document to ensure that there are no 
misunderstandings about the various aspects of the counseling, professional services and business policies. 
It also contains information about our policies and practices to protect the privacy of your health 
information. Please read it carefully and discuss any questions you may have with me. When you sign this 
document, you will be stating that I provided you with this information and it will represent an agreement 
between us.  

Background and Services.  
I am a professional counselor (Cristina Yturralde MC, LPC) I have an independent private counseling practice  

(Through It All Counseling). My credentials include a Master's degree in Counseling and I am licensed by the 
Arizona Board of Behavioral Health Examiners. I offer counseling and psychotherapy to individuals, families 
and children in the areas of mental health, relationships, and adjustment. Although I do share the offices 
with several other therapists, my practice is independent from them. I do not provide care or treatment for 
their clients, and they do not provide care or treatment for my clients.  
 

Psychotherapy Services: Benefits and Risks of Counseling Services  

Psychotherapy varies depending on the therapist, the client and the client's particular· situations and goals. 
There are many different methods I may use to deal with your particular situations and goals. In order for 
therapy to have the best outcome you will have to invest energy in the process and work actively on things 
we talk about both during and between our sessions.  

Psychotherapy may have benefits and risks. The risks may include experiencing uncomfortable feelings like 
sadness, guilt, anger, anxiety or frustration when discussing aspects of your life. Counseling may lead to your 
decision to change behaviors, employment, schooling, housing, relationships, or any other aspect of your 
life. Sometimes a decision that is positive for you may be viewed negatively by other family members. Change 
will sometimes be easy and swift, but often is slow and even frustrating. In marriage and family counseling, 
interpersonal conflict can increase as we discuss family issues. The potential for divorce is a risk in marital 
counseling. Psychotherapy has been shown to have benefits that can include better relationships, solutions 
to specific problems, increased life satisfaction, improved physical health, and significant reductions in 
feelings of distress. However, there are no guarantees of what you will experience.  

Treatment Process and Rights  

We will begin with one or more sessions for an initial assessment to give me a good understanding of the 
issues, background, and other factors that may be relevant. When this process is complete, we will discuss 
options for treatment and develop a treatment plan. This is a mutual process and I welcome your 
participation in the development and periodic review of the treatment plan. I reserve the right to refer a 
client to another therapist or appropriate resource at any time if their needs in therapy are not a good match 
for my skills or experience. If at any time you have questions about any aspect of our work together, please 



discuss them with me. If you decide that you do not want to continue therapy with me, please tell me if you 
want me to help you try to another therapist. You have the right to refuse any recommended treatment or 
to withdraw consent for treatment at any time.  
 

Sessions: I schedule 45/50-minute sessions with clients usually once per week at a time we agree on. If you 
arrive late for an appointment, we will only be able to meet for the remaining time of our scheduled 45 
minutes. Sometimes I will meet more or less than once per week if that is consistent with a treatment plan 
we both agree to. If you ever need to cancel a scheduled therapy session, please do so at least 24 hours in 
advance. If you do not cancel a scheduled appointment with at least 24 hours notice or if you fail to attend 
a scheduled session, you will be expected to pay the full fee for that session, unless we both agree that you 
were unable to attend due to circumstances beyond your control. Insurance companies will not reimburse 
for canceled or missed appointments so you will be fully responsible for the charges for such sessions.  
Professional Fees: My fee is $210 for the initial assessment and $140 for continuing 50 minutes sessions. 
Discounted cash fee is $120 for initial session and $90 thereafter. In addition to my regular sessions, we 
charge per hour for other professional services you may need, though I will break down the hourly cost into 
15-minute increments of work for periods of less than one hour. Other services include report writing, 
telephone conversations lasting longer than 5 minutes, attendance at meetings or consultations with other 
professionals you have authorized, preparation of records or treatment summaries, and time spent 
performing any other professional service that you may request. If you become involved in legal 
proceedings that require my participation, you will be expected to pay for my professional fee even if I am 
called to testify by another party. Because of the complexity and difficulty of legal involvement, we charge 
$250 per hour for preparation and attendance at any legal proceeding including transportation time.  

Billing and Payments: You will be expected to pay the full fee, or your full copayment/coinsurance amount 
if you are using insurance, at the time of each session unless we agree otherwise or unless you have 
insurance coverage that requires another arrangement. We accept payments by check, cash or credit card. 
Payment schedules for other professional services will be agreed to when they are requested.  
If you make a payment by check and your check does not clear due to insufficient funds or any other 
reason, you will be expected to reimburse us in full for any related bank fees that we are charged as a 
result.  

Insurance or EAP Reimbursement: If you will be using health insurance or Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) benefits, it is important for you to find out exactly what it covers for our sessions. I will be happy to 
help you understand the mental health benefit information your insurance company or EAP gives to you or 
me. Please be aware that any benefit inf01mation that you or I receive from your insurance company is 
always given with a disclaimer from them. They state that the quoted benefits are not a guarantee of 
payment with that the final determination of coverage will be made only when a claim is submitted. 
Therefore, it is very important for you to realize that you are fully responsible for the full payment of any 
service fees that your insurance does not pay for any reason.  

If you have insurance coverage for mental health treatment, we will provide assistance in accessing your 
benefits. Be aware that I am not a provider on all managed care panels. I have agreed to a contracted rate 
with some insurers, while others may provide out of network benefits even if I am not contracted with 
them. It is very important that you learn exactly what your insurer will provide for your treatment. For 
questions regarding coverage, you should call your plan administrator. Please discuss concerns about what 
your insurer requires with me. I have the right to cancel my participation with any managed care or 
insurance provider at any time. I notify clients if this occurs and will help to secure a refence to another 
therapist who may be a network provider if you desire.  



In order for me to bill your insurance company or EAP, I will need you to sign an authorization that will 
allow me to provide them information they require to process claims. This information will include a 
diagnosis, dates of service and the types of service provided. Some mental health insurance or EAP 
coverage requires authorization before you begin services and ongoing authorization during our work 
together. Usually in these cases, the insurance company or EAP will want information from me about your 
diagnosis and clinical information such as presenting problems, a treatment plan, a treatment summary or 
other information. Any information I give to your insurance company or EAP will become part of their flies 
and may be stored in their computer database. Though all insurance companies claim to keep such 
information confidential, I have no control over what they do with it once they have it. Please inform me as 
soon as possible if your insurance plait or your EAP coverage will be changing.  

Contacting Me: l am often not immediately available by phone because l do not answer the phone when l 
am in sessions with clients. Calls go to my voicemail when I am unavailable, which I check regularly. I will 
make every effort to return your call as soon as possible during regular business hours (usually within a 
few hours and almost always within 24 hours). If you are difficult to reach, please leave times you will be 
available. If you want me to use discretion when calling you or leaving a message for you, please let me 
know in advance. At times when I will be unavailable for an extended time, I will arrange for a trusted 
colleague to be available on-call to handle any urgent calls that arise. My practice does not have the 
capability to respond immediately to all counseling emergencies. These emergencies should be directed to 
the emergency services (911) or to the local hot lines (Empact 480-784- 1500, Banner Help Line 602-254-
4357 or Mercy Maricopa Integrated Healthcare - 602-222-9444.  
Professional Records: The laws and standards of my profession require that I keep treatment records. 
Treatment records are stored in a confidential manner, as required by law. You are entitled to examine 
and/or receive a copy of your records if you request it in writing unless I believe that seeing them would be 
emotionally damaging, in which case I will send them to a mental health professional of your choice. 
Because these are professional records, they can be misinterpreted and/or upsetting to people who are 
not mental health professionals. Therefore, if you want to see your records, I recommend that you review 
them with me so we can discuss the contents. I reserve the right to charge you for the costs of copying and 
sending your records if you request them. In the event of my death, retirement, or incapacity, the records 
for my clients that are actively receiving services (seen within the last month) will be given to  
one or more local behavioral health professionals to facilitate the continuation of treatment. In such a 
situation, you have the right to continue treatment with this professional, discontinue treatment or ask for 
a referral. A "records custodian" will handle records for my inactive clients, which may be an individual or 
company. The custodian will be responsible for satisfying records requests and destroying records when 
the legal time frames for records retention are satisfied.  

Our Relationship  

The client/counselor relationship is unique in that it is exclusively therapeutic. In other words, it is 

inappropriate for a client and a counselor to spend time together socially, to bestow gifts, or 

pursue friendship. The boundaries ensure that you and I are clear in our roles for your treatment 

and that your confidentiality is maintained.  
Confidentiality: In general, the law protects the privacy of all documentation between a client and a 
therapist. I can only release information about your treatment to others if you sign a written authorization 
form. You can revoke any such authorizations at any time in writing. However, in the following situations 
your authorization is not required for me to release information:  

If I believe that a client is in immediate danger of attempting serious physical harm to herself/himself, I 
have an obligation to intervene, which may include pursuing hospitalization and/or contacting family 



members, friends or others who can help provide protection. If I believe that a client is likely to attempt 
serious physical harm to someone else, I have a duty to intervene, which may include contacting the 
police, warning the intended victim(s) and/or pursuing hospitalization. I am required to report any 
suspected physical or sexual abuse or neglect of a child under 18 to Arizona Child Protective Services as 
soon as it comes to my attention. Likewise, I am obligated to report any suspected elder abuse to the 
appropriate agency if the elderly person is not capable of reporting the abuse herself/himself. Once such 
reports are made, I may be required to provide additional information. For the situations described above 
regarding potential harm to self or others and suspected child or elder abuse or neglect, l will try to discuss 
it with you whenever possible before I take action and I will limit my disclosure to what is necessary.  



 



We reserve the right to change the terms of this notice and will inform you of any changes by making them 
available, in writing, at our office.  

COMPLAINTS:  

You may complain to us or to the Secretary of Health and Human Services if you believe your privacy rights 

have been violated by us. You may file a complaint with us by notifying your therapist of your complaint. 

We will not retaliate against you for filing a complaint. however, due to the cooperative relationship 

required for effective mental health therapy, in some circumstances, it may be impossible to continue a 

therapeutic relationship after a Complaint has been filed.  

CONSENT FOR TREATMENT  

By signing below I am indicating that I have received, read and understood the statement of lnformed 

Consent for Assessment and Treatment. I have had my questions answered to my satisfaction. I accept, 

understand and agree to abide by the contents and terms of these documents. Further, I consent to 

participate in evaluation, assessment and/or treatment. I understand that I may withdraw from or refuse 

treatment at any time. In the case of a minor child, I hereby affirm that I am a custodial parent or legal  

guardian of the child and that I authorize services for the child under the terms of this agreement.  

Client Signature (or  legal guardian, if minor child)                     Date  

 

In the case of a minor child, please specify the following:  

Full name of minor: ____________ DOB. ______ Relationship: _____ _ Therapist __________________ 

Date ____________   

Receipt of HIPP A Notice of Privacy Practices  

Use and disclosure of protected health information is regulated by a federal law known as 'The Health 

Insurance Privacy and Accountability Act of 1996' ("HIP AA"). Under HIP AA, providers of healthcare are 

required to give patients their Notice of Privacy Practices for Protected Health Information and make a good 

faith effort to obtain a written acknowledgment that this notice was received. We are required, by law, to 

maintain the privacy of, and provide individuals with this notice of our legal duties and privacy practices with 

respect to protected health information. Your signature below indicates only acknowledgment that you 

have received this Notice of Privacy Practices.  

x. Printed ______________________ Name  _  Date  

X _______________________________________ 

Signature  

 



 

Through It All Counseling I Cristina Yturralde MC, LPC  

 

Financial Agreement  

The standard fee for service (a 45-50 minute session) is $140. This is due and payable at the time 

of service. If your health insurance policy offers mental health coverage, our staff will be glad to 

verify your insurance coverage for you. However, be aware that we are often given inaccurate 

or conflicting information, and it is within the rights of the insurance company to deny coverage 

at any time. Based upon the information we have been given, your benefits are as follows:  

- -Number of sessions (per calendar year)  

_ __ _ _ EAP sessions at no charge  

-----Deductible  

- -- Co-pay/co-insurance (standard/graduated)  

Please initial below:  

__ I authorize payment for services rendered to the below-named provider.  

__ I understand that upon termination of counseling, payment is expected in full 

for services rendered. (Accounts 90 days past due will be charged 18% 

interest.)  

__ Except for unforeseen and unavoidable accidents or illness, I will give 24-hour 

notice to cancel an appointment. I understand that I may be billed the full 

fee for late cancellations and/or missed appointments and that I am fully 

responsible for this charge, as insurance companies will not cover such 

charges.  

I fully understand that regardless of insurance coverage, I am legally responsible for all fees due 
the therapist. In the event that collection procedures are instituted for any fees owed by me, I 
agree to pay reasonable attorney's fees and court costs and give permission for my identity and 
payment history to be released to the attorney.  

 Client or Responsible Party Signature  Date  

 Therapist Signature  Date  



 

Consent for Treatment  

I have fully read and understood the statement of Office Policies and Procedures as well as the 

Patient Rights and Responsibilities. I have had my questions answered to my satisfaction. I 

accept, understand and agree to abide by the contents and terms of these documents. Further, 

I consent to participate in evaluation and/or treatment. I understand that I may withdraw from 

treatment at any time.  

 Client or Responsible Party Signature  Date  
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